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Abstract
We present Neuro#, an approach for learning branching heuristics to improve the
performance of the exact model counter SharpSAT on instances from a given family
of problems. Propositional model counting, or #SAT, is the problem of computing
the number of satisfying assignments of a Boolean formula. Many problems from
different application areas can be translated into model counting problems to be
solved by #SAT solvers. Alas, exact #SAT solvers, such as SharpSAT, are often
not scalable to industrial size instances. We experimentally show that Neuro#
solves similarly distributed held-out instances in fewer steps and generalizes to
much larger instances from the same problem family. In addition to step count
improvements, Neuro# can achieve orders of magnitude wall-clock speedups over
SharpSAT on larger instances in certain problem families, despite the runtime
overhead of querying the learnt model.
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Introduction

Propositional model counting is the problem of counting the number of satisfying solutions to a
Boolean formula [12]. When the Boolean formula is expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF),
this problem is known as the #SAT problem. Modern exact #SAT solvers are based on the DPLL
algorithm [7] and have been successfully applied to solve certain problems, e.g., inference in Bayes
Nets [4, 20, 22, 9] and bounded-length probabilistic planning [8]; however, many applications remain
out of reach of current solvers. For example, in problems such as inference in Markov Chains, which
have a temporal structure, exact model counters are still generally inferior to earlier methods such as
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). In this paper we show that machine learning methods can be
used to greatly enhance the performance of exact #SAT solvers.
In particular, we learn problem family specific branching heuristics for the 2012 version of the
DPLL-based #SAT solver SharpSAT [29] which uses a state-of-the-art search procedure. We cast the
problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) in which the task is to select the best literal to branch
on next. We use a Graph Neural Network (GNN) [24] to operate on the particular component of the
residual formula the solver is currently working on. The model is trained end-to-end via Evolution
Strategies (ES), with the objective of minimizing the mean number of branching decisions required to
solve instances from a given distribution of problems. In other words, given a training set of instances
drawn from a problem distribution, the aim is to automatically tailor the solver’s branching decisions
for better performance on unseen problems of that distribution.
We found that our technique, which we call Neuro#, can generalize not only to unseen problem
instances of similar size but also to much larger instances than those seen at training time. Furthermore,
despite Neuro#’s considerable runtime overhead from querying the learnt model, on some problem
domains Neuro# can achieve orders-of-magnitude improvements in the solver’s wall-clock runtime.
This is quite remarkable in the context of prior related work [34, 26, 6, 10, 16, 13, 19], where using
ML to improve combinatorial solvers has at best yielded modest wall-clock time improvements
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(less than a factor of two), and positions this line of research as a viable path towards improving the
practicality of exact model counters.
Related Work Recent work in applying machine learning to propositional satisfiability solvers has
been directed along two paths: heuristic improvement [26, 18, 19, 34], and purely ML-based solvers
[27, 2]. In the former, a model is trained to replace a heuristic in a standard solver, thus the model is
embedded as a module within the solver’s framework and guides the search process. In the latter, the
aim is to train a model that acts as a stand-alone “neural” solver. In terms of functionality, our work
is analogous to the first group, in that we aim at improving the branching heuristics of a standard
solver. More concretely, our work is similar to [34], who used Reinforcement Learning (RL) and
GNNs to learn variable selection heuristics for the local search-based SAT solver WalkSAT [25]. Our
method is also related to [19] and [10], where similar techniques were used in solving quantified
Boolean formulas and mixed integer programs, respectively. The only related model counting work
is Abboud et al. [1] where a GNN was trained as a stand-alone approximate solver for Weighted
DNF Model Counting (#DNF). However, approximating #DNF is a much easier problem: it has a
fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme [15]. So the generalization to larger problem
instances demonstrated in that paper is not comparable to the scaling on exact #SAT our approach
achieves.

2

Background

The #SAT problem for a propositional Boolean formula
φ in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is to compute the
number of satisfying assignments. A satisfying assignment
for any formula φ is a mapping of its variables to {0, 1}
(false/true) such that all of its clauses are satisfied. If ` is
a unit clause (a clause that contains a single literal) of φ
then all of φ’s satisfying assignments must make ` true. If
another clause c0 = ¬` ∨ `0 is in φ, then every satisfying Figure 1: The Literal-Clause Incidence
assignment must also make `0 true since ¬` ∈ c0 must be Graph of the formula: (x1 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨
false. This process of finding all literals whose truth value ¬x2 ) ∧ (x3 ∨ x5 ).
is forced by unit clauses is called Unit Propagation (UP)
and is used in all SAT and #SAT solvers. Such solvers traverse the search tree by employing a
branching heuristic. This heuristic selects an unforced variable and branches on it by setting it to
true or false. When a literal ` is set to true the formula φ can be reduced by finding all forced literals
using UP (this includes `), removing all clauses containing a true literal, and finally removing all
false literals from all clauses. The resulting formula is denoted by UP(φ, `).
Two sets of clauses are called disjoint if they share no variables. A component C ⊂ C(φ) is a subset
of φ’s clauses that is disjoint from its complement C(φ) − C. A formula φ can be efficiently broken
up into a maximal number of disjoint components C1 , . . . , Ck . Although most formulas initially
consist of only one component, as variables are set by branching decisions and clauses are removed,
the reduced formulas will often break up into multiple components. Each component can be solved
Qk
separately and their counts multiplied: COUNT(φ) = i=1 COUNT(Ci ). In contrast, solving the
formula as a monolith takes 2Θ(n) where n is the number of variables in the input formula, and so is
not efficient for large n.
A formula φ or component Ci can be represented by a literal-clause incidence graph (LIG); see
Figure 1. This graph contains a node for every clause and every literal of φ (i.e., v and ¬v for every
variable v of φ). An edge connects a clause node nc and a literal node n` if and only if ` ∈ c. Note
that if Ci is a component of φ, then Ci ’s LIG will be a disconnected sub-graph of φ’s LIG.
SharpSAT, like other modern exact #SAT solvers is based on DPLL [7] augmented with clause
learning and component caching [3, 5]. This algorithm works on one component at a time. If that
component’s model count has already been cached, SharpSAT returns the cached value. Otherwise
it selects a literal to branch on and computes the model count under each value of this literal. The
sum of these two counts is the model count of the passed component φ, and so is stored in the cache.
Through these variable assignments and subsequent unit propagations, a component is eventually
divided into its sub-components which as indicated before, are independently solved and the product
of their model counts is returned. Critical to the performance of the algorithm is the choice of which
2

literal from the current formula φ to branch on. This choice affects the efficiency of clause learning
and the effectiveness of component generation and caching lookup success. SharpSAT uses the
VSADS heuristic [23] which is a linear combination of a heuristic aimed at making clause learning
effective (VSIDS) and a count of the number of times a variable appears in the current formula.

3

Method

We formalize the problem of learning the branching heuristic as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).
In our setting, the environment is SharpSAT, which is deterministic except for the initial state, where
an instance (CNF formula) is chosen randomly from a given distribution. A time step t is equivalent
to an invocation of the branching heuristic by the solver. At time step t the agent observes state
st , consisting of the component φt that the solver is operating on, and performs an action from the
action space At = {l|l ∈ L(φt )}. The objective function is to reduce the number of decisions the
solver makes, while solving the counting problem. To that end, we give the agent a reward of 1 upon
successfully solving the instance and for every step (i.e., branching decision) taken we penalize the
agent by giving it the negative reward of −rpenalty . The episodes are aborted after a predefined
maximum number of steps, in which case the agent does not receive the termination reward. For our
experiments we set the rpenalty = 10−4 and we cut off the episodes at 105 steps.
A major issue with the above formulation is that the size of the action space |At |, as well as the
horizon of the episodes can get quite large. As Vemula et al. [32] show, the exploration complexity
of an action-space exploration RL algorithm (e.g, Q-Learning, Policy Gradient) increases with the
size of the action space and the problem horizon. A parameter-space exploration algorithm like ES
however, is independent of these two factors. Therefore, we choose to use a version of ES proposed
by Salimans et al. [21] for optimizing our agent.
To represent the component that the agent is working on at any step we use LIG and utilize a GNN
based on that LIG to compute a literal selection heuristic. In detail, given the LIG G = (V, E) of a
component φ, we denote the set of clause nodes as C ⊂ V , and the set of literal nodes as L ⊂ V ,
(0)
(0)
V = C ∪ L. The initial vector representation is denoted by hc for each clause c ∈ C and hl for
each literal l ∈ L, both of which are learnable model parameters. We run the following message
passing steps iteratively:
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where A is a nonlinear aggregation function, parameterized by WC for clause aggregation and
(k)
WL for literal aggregation at the k th iteration. To ensure that the graph representation is invariant
under literal negation, we concatenate the literal representations corresponding to the same variable
(k)
(k)
hl , hl̄ when running L2C message passing. After K iterations, we obtain a d-dimensional vector
representation for every literal in the graph. We pass each literal representation through a policy
network, a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), to obtain a score, and we choose the literal with the
highest score. We choose the GNN architecture Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) Xu et al. [33]
for the parameterization of A. Architectural details are provided in Appendix B.

4

Experiments

Directly training on challenging #SAT instances of enormous size is computationally infeasible. We
tackle this issue by training Neuro# on small instances of a problem (fast rollouts) and relying on
generalization to solve the more challenging instances from the same problem domain. Thus, we
need to test: 1. If a model trained on instances from a given distribution can generalize to unseen
instances of the same distribution (I.I.D. Generalization); and 2. If a model trained on small instances
can generalize directly on larger instances of the same problem family (Upward Generalization).
We searched SAT and planning benchmarks for problems whose generative processes were publicly
available or feasible to implement, so that we could sample instances of varying sizes for training
3

Table 1: Neuro# generalizes to both i.i.d. test problems as well as larger, non-i.i.d. ones, sometimes achieving
orders of magnitude improvements over SharpSAT. Episodes are capped at 100k steps.
i.i.d.

Upward Generalization

ses harpSATeuro#
s
# var # clau
S
N

sudoku(9, 25)
n-queens(10, 20)
sha-1(28)
island(2, 5)
cell(9, 20, 20)
cell(35, 128, 110)

182
100
3k
1k
210
6k

3k
1.5k
13.5k
34k
1k
25k

220
466
52
86
370
353

195(1.1x)
261(1.7x)
24(2.1x)
30(1.8x)
184(2.0x)
198(1.8x)

cell(49, 128, 110)

6k

25k

338

206(1.6x)

grid_wrld(10, 5)

329

967

195

66(3.0x)

bv_expr(5, 4, 8)
it_expr(2, 2)

90
82

220
264

328
412

205(1.6x)
266(1.5x)

s

sudoku(16, 105)
n-queens(12, 20)
sha-1(40)
island(2, 8)
cell(9, 40, 40)
cell(35, 192, 128)
cell(35, 256, 200)
cell(35, 348, 280)
cell(49, 192, 128)
cell(49, 256, 200)
cell(49, 348, 280)
grid_wrld(10, 10)
grid_wrld(10, 12)
grid_wrld(10, 14)
grid_wrld(12, 14)
bv_expr(7, 4, 12)
it_expr(2, 4)

ses harpSAT euro#
S
N

# var

# clau

1k
144
5k
1.5k
820
12k
25k
48k
12k
25k
48k
740
2k
2k
2k
187
162

31k
2.6k
25k
73.5k
4k
49k
102k
195k
49k
102k
195k
2k
6k
7k
8k
474
510

2,373
12,372
387
193
53,349
21,166
26,460
33,820
24,992
30,817
37,345
13,661
93,093
100k≤
100k≤
5,865
7,894

2,300 (1.03x)
6,272 (1.9x)
83
(4.6x)
46
(4.1x)
42,325(1.2x)
1,668 (12.5x)
2,625 (10x)
2,938 (11.5x)
1,829 (13.6x)
2,276 (13.5x)
2,671 (13.9x)
367 (37x)
1,320 (71x)
2,234 (–)
2,782 (–)
2,139 (2.7x)
2,635 (3x)

and testing. We chose our problems from a diverse set of domains: sudoku, blocked n-queens,
cell (combinatorial); sha-1 preimage attack (cryptography); island, grid_wrld (planning), bv_expr,
it_expr (circuits). More details about the datasets and our experimental setup are in the Appendix.
4.1

Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of the both the i.i.d. and upward generalization. We report the average
number of branching steps on the test set. Neuro# outperformed the baseline across all datasets, and
as we increase the instance size the gains become quite substantial compared to SharpSAT.
Wall-Clock Improvement Given
the scale of improvements on the upward generalization benchmark, in
particular cell(49) and grid_wrld, we
measured the runtime of Neuro# vs.
SharpSAT on those datasets (Figure
2). On both problems we observe
that as Neuro# widens the gap in
the number of steps, it manages to
beat SharpSAT in wall-clock. Note
that the query overhead could still be
greatly reduced in our implementation
through GPU utilization, loading the
model in the solver’s code in C++ in(a) cell(49, 256, 200)
(b) grid_wrld(10, 12)
stead of making out-of-process calls
Figure 2: Cactus plots comparing Neuro# to SharpSAT on cell
to Python, etc.

5

Conclusion

and grid_wrld. Lower and to the right is better: for any point t
on the y axis, the plot shows the number of benchmark problems
that are individually solvable by the solver, within t steps (top) and
seconds (bottom).

We studied the feasibility of enhancing the branching heuristic in propositional model counting via learning. We used solver’s branching
steps as a measure of its performance and trained our model to minimize that measure. We demonstrated experimentally that the resulting model not only is capable of generalizing to the unseen
instances from the same problem distribution, but also maintains its lead relative to SharpSAT on
larger problems. For certain problems, this lead widens to a degree that the trained model achieves
wall-clock time improvement over the standard heuristic, in spite of the imposed runtime overhead of
querying the model. This is an exciting first step and it positions this line of research as a potential
path towards building better model counters and thus broadening their application horizon.
4
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Broader Impact

This work impacts the performance of reasoning components that can be used in the construction of
larger systems. As such its societal impacts will be dependent on the impact of the larger systems
utilizing these components. Hopefully, the work will be used by others in the construction of larger
systems that positively impact society.
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A

More on Datasets

Here we provide more detailed information about the problems used in the main document:
• sudoku(n, k): Randomly generated partially filled n × n Sudoku problems (n ∈ {9, 16})
with multiple solutions, where k is the number of revealed squares.
Sudoku problems are typically designed to have only one solution but as our goal is to
improve a model counter, we relaxed this requirement to count the number of solutions
instead.
• n-queens(n, k): Blocked N-Queens problem of size n with k randomly blocked squares on
the chess board. This is a standard SAT problem and the task is to count the number of ways
to place the n queens on the remaining n2 − k squares such that no two queens attack each
other.
• sha-1(n, k): SHA-1 preimage attack of randomly generated messages of size n with k
randomly chosen bits fixed. This problem was taken from SATRACE 2019 and we used the
CG EN tool [28] to generate our instances.
• island(n, m): This dataset was introduced by [11] as a Fully-Observable Non-Deterministic
(FOND) planning problem. There are two grid-like islands of size n × n, each connected
by a bridge. The agent is placed at a random location in island 1 and the goal is for it to go
to another randomly selected location in island 2. The short (non-deterministic) way is to
swim from island 1 to 2, where the agent may drown, and the long way is to go to the bridge
and cross it. Crossing the bridge is only possible if no animals are blocking it, otherwise the
agent has to move the animals away from the bridge before it can cross it. The m animals
are again randomly positioned on the two grids. We used the generative process of [11] to
encode compact policies for this task in SAT.
• cell(R, n, r): Elementary (i.e., one-dimensional, binary) Cellular Automata are simple
systems of computation where the cells of an n-bit binary state vector are progressed
through time by repeated applications of a rule R (seen as a function on the state space).
Reversing Elementary Cellular Automata: Given a randomly sampled state T , compute the
number of initial states I that would lead to that terminal state T in r applications of R,
i.e., {I : Rr (I) = T } . The entire r-step evolution grid is encoded by mapping each cell
to a Boolean variable (n × r in total). The clauses impose the constraints between cells of
consecutive rows as given by R. The variables corresponding to T (last row of the evolution
grid) are assigned as unit clauses. This problem was taken from SATCOMP 2018 [14].
• grid_wrld(s, t): This bounded horizon planning problem from [30, 31] is based on encoding
a grid world with different types of squares (e.g., lava, water, recharge), and a formal
specification such as “Do not recharge while wet” or “avoid lava”. We randomly sample a
grid world of size s and a starting position I for an agent. We encode to CNF the problem
of counting the number of trajectories of length t beginning from I that always avoid lava.
• bv_expr(n, d, w): Randomly generated arithmetic sentences of the form e1 ≺ e2 , where
≺∈ {≤, ≥, <, >, =, 6=} and e1 , e2 are expressions of maximum depth d over n binary
vector variables of size w, random constants and operators (+, −, ∧, ∨, ¬, XOR, | · |). The
problem is to count the number of integer solutions to the resulting relation in ([0, 2w ] ∩ Z)n .
• it_expr(s, i): Randomly generated arithmetic expression circuits of size s (word size fixed
at 8). Effectively implementing a function with input and output of a single word. This
function is composed i times. We choose a random word c, and count the number of inputs
such that the output is less than c. Formally, if the random circuit is denoted by f , we
compute |{x|f i (x) < c}|.

B

Architecture Details

For each dataset, we sampled 1,800 instances for training and 200 for testing. We trained for 1000 ES
iterations. At each iteration, we sampled 8 formulas and 48 perturbations (σ = 0.02). With mirror
sampling, we obtained in total 96 = 48 × 2 perturbations. For each perturbation, we ran the agent on
the 8 formulas (in parallel), to a total of 768 = 96 × 8 episodes per parameter update. All episodes,
unless otherwise mentioned, were capped at 1k steps during training and 100k during testing. The
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agent received a negative reward of rpenalty = 10−4 at each step. We used the Adam optimizer [17]
with default hyperparameters, a learning rate of η = 0.01 and a weight decay of 0.005.
GNN messages were implemented by an MLP with ReLU non-linearity. The size of literal and clause
embeddings were 32 and the dimensionality of C2L (resp. L2C) messages was 32 × 32 × 32 (resp.
64 × 32 × 32). We used T = 2 message passing iterations and final literal embeddings were passed
through the MLP policy network of dimensions 32 × 256 × 64 × 1 to get the final score. The initial
(T = 0) embeddings of both literals and clauses were trainable model parameters.
Hardware Infrastructure We used a small cluster of 3 nodes each with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX processor with 32 cores (64 threads) and 128GB of memory. We trained for an
average of 10 hours on a dataset of 1000 instances for each problem. For testing the wall-clock time
we ran the problems sequentially, to avoid any random interference due to parallelism.
Range of Hyperparameters The model is relatively “easy” to train. The criteria for choosing the
hyperparameters was the performance of generalization on i.i.d test set, i.e, lowest possible average
number of branching decisions. Once calibrated on the first dataset (cell(35)), we were able to train
all models on all datasets without further hyperparameters tuning. The minimal number of episodes
per optimization step that worked was 12. We tested a few different GNN architectures, and none
was clearly superior over the others. We also varied the number of GNN message-passing iterations
but going beyond 2 iterations had a negative effect (on i.i.d generalization) so we settled on 2.
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